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Abstract—The paper presents a nonlinear approach, using a
two-mass model and a wind speed estimator, for variable-speed
wind turbine (WT) control. The use of a two-mass model is mo-
tivated by the need to deal with flexible modes induced by the
low-speed shaft stiffness. The main objective of the proposed con-
trollers is the wind power capture optimization while limiting tran-
sient loads on the drive-train components. This paper starts by
an adaptation of some existing control strategies. However, their
performance are weak, as the dynamics aspects of the wind and
aeroturbine are not taken into consideration. In order to bring
some improvements, nonlinear static and dynamic state feedback
controllers, with a wind speed estimator, are then proposed. Con-
cerning the wind speed estimator, the idea behind this is to exploit
the WT dynamics by itself as a measurement device. All these meth-
ods have been first tested and validated using an aeroelastic WT
simulator. A comparative study between the proposed controllers
is performed. The results show better performance for the non-
linear dynamic controller with estimator in comparison with the
adapted existing methods.

Index Terms—Nonlinear control, power capture optimization,
two-mass model, variable-speed wind turbines (VSWT).

NOMENCLATURE

Bls Low-speed shaft stiffness (N·m ·rad−1).
Cp(λ, β) Power coefficient.

Cq (λ, β) Torque coefficient.

Jg Generator inertia (kg·m2).
Jr Rotor inertia (kg·m2).
Kg Generator external damping (N·m·rad−1 ·s−1).
Kls Low-speed shaft damping (N·m·rad−1 ·s−1).
Kr Rotor external damping (N·m·rad−1 ·s−1).
ng Gearbox ratio.

Pa Aerodynamic power (W).
Pe Electrical power (W).
R Rotor radius (m).
Ta Aerodynamic torque (N·m).
Tem Generator (electromagnetic) torque (N·m).
Ths High-speed shaft torque (N·m).
Tls Low-speed shaft torque (N·m).
x̂ Estimate of x.

ẋ, ẍ First and second derivative of x with respect to

time.
(i)
x ith derivative of x with respect to time.

The authors are with the Automatic Control Department, Supélec, Gif-sur-
Yvette 91192, France.

xopt Optimal value of x.

CART Controls advanced research turbine.

FAST Fatigue, aerodynamics, structures, and turbulence.

VSWT Variable-speed wind turbine.

WT Wind turbine.

λ Tip speed ratio.

β Pitch angle (deg).
v Wind speed (m · s−1).
θg Generator-side angular deviation (rad).

θls Gearbox-side angular deviation (rad).

θt Rotor-side angular deviation (rad).

ρ Air density (kg·m−3 ).

ωg Generator speed (rad·s−1).
ωls Low-speed shaft speed (rad·s−1)
ωt Rotor speed (rad·s−1).

I. INTRODUCTION

W
IND power production knows since two decades a se-

rious interest recovery. This requires the development

of efficient production tools [1], [2]. The VSWTs have many

advantages compared to former fixed-speed WT. The main one

remains in their annual production, which exceeds by 5% to 10%
fixed speed ones [3]. The effects of wind power fluctuations can

also be attenuated using this kind of turbines. Moreover, it was

shown that the control strategy has a major impact on the WT

behavior and on the loads transmitted to the network [4], and

that whatever the kind of WT, the control system remains a key

factor [5].

The main objective of WT control, for low wind speeds, is

to extract the maximum of power from the wind by rotating the

WT rotor at a reference proportional to the effective wind speed.

As matter of fact, latter is difficult to be measured. Indeed, as the

wind speed varies along the rotor swept area, the measurement

given by an anemometer is that of the wind speed in a single

point of this area. It is, therefore, impossible to determine the

mean wind speed blowing on the rotor by this measurement.

Many assumptions are made in the literature to overcome this

drawback. In some papers, it is assumed directly that the effec-

tive wind speed is measurable [6], [7], which amounts to assume

that the WT already reaches a steady-state regime on its opti-

mal efficiency curve [8]–[10]. Linearized models are also often

used. They consider the wind speed input as a disturbance to be

decoupled [11]–[13]. The high-wind speed turbulence makes

this assumption untenable inducing weak performance of the

associated controllers, particularly in terms of electrical effi-

ciency. In most cases, a one-mass model of the WT is used

for controller design [10], [14]–[17]. An accurate modeling of

WTs is a challenging problem due to the complexity of the
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mechanics and turbulent and unpredictable conditions in which

they operate [18]. As commonly used for industry real-world

applications, a simplified modeling is preferable (but valid in

some desired operating conditions and domains) in order to

elaborate a controller with not so much tuning coefficients and

which demonstrates quite satisfactory results.

The contribution of this paper, with regards to the literature,

is on the one hand, the consideration of a two-mass model for

nonlinear controllers synthesis. Classical controllers described

in the literature for a one-mass model, such as the maximum

power point tracking (MPPT) [19] and the aerodynamic torque

feedforward (ATF) [20] strategy were herein adapted to the two-

mass model.

On the other hand, the contribution consists of proposing

controllers that take into account the nonlinear nature of the WT

aerodynamics, its flexible structure, using a two-mass model and

the wind turbulence nature without considering that this one is

measurable. The controllers use nonlinear static and dynamic

state feedback, with a wind speed estimator, to track the optimal

tip speed ratio. The wind speed is estimated using the WT itself

as a measurement device. In doing so, the proposed controllers

avoid the assumptions that the wind speed is measurable or that

the WT evolves near an operating point that allows the use of a

local linearized model. In addition, the synthesized controllers

are able to deal with a realistic operating conditions, such as

control action disturbances and measurement noise.

This paper is organized as follows. The two-mass nonlin-

ear model is described in Section II, and then, written down

in nonlinear state-space form. Section III recalls VSWT con-

trol objectives below rated power. Some existing control strate-

gies are then adapted to the two-mass model and are also pre-

sented in this section. The wind speed estimator is described in

Section IV. In Section V, two nonlinear controllers are de-

signed: the first one uses nonlinear static state feedback and the

other one nonlinear dynamic state feedback-based approaches.

Both compensators are combined with the estimator and are as

well tested upon the mathematical model and validated using an

aeroelastic WT simulator in Section VI. Finally, a conclusion is

drawn, the obtained results show better performance compared

to the adapted existing methods, particularly in the presence of

measurement noise and input disturbance.

II. WT MODELING

The aerodynamic power captured by the rotor is as follows:

Pa =
1

2
ρπR2Cp(λ, β)v3 . (1)

The power coefficient Cp depends on both the blade pitch angle

β and the tip speed ratio λ, which is defined as follows:

λ =
ωtR

v
(2)

where ωt is the rotor speed, R is the rotor radius, and ρ is the

air density.

The aerodynamic power can then be expressed as follows:

Pa = ωtTa . (3)

The aerodynamic torque Ta is also given by

Ta =
1

2
ρπR3Cq (λ, β)v2 (4)

where

Cq (λ, β) =
Cp(λ, β)

λ
(5)

is the torque coefficient.

The power coefficient curve Cp(λ, β) of the WT considered

in this paper is shown in Fig. 1(a). It is obtained using the blade

element theory, evaluated by a code developed by NREL,1 and

implemented using a look-up table.

The rotor inertia Jr is driven at a speed ωt by the aerodynamic

torque Ta . Its dynamics are described by

Jr ω̇t = Ta − Tls − Krωt . (6)

The low-speed shaft torque Tls acts as a breaking torque on the

rotor. Indeed, it results from the stiffness and damping efforts

due to the difference between ωt and ωls

Tls = Kls(θt − θls) + Bls(ωt − ωls) (7)

The generator inertia Jg is driven by the high-speed shaft torque

Ths and braked by the electromagnetic torque Tem that it devel-

ops, so that

Jg ω̇g = Ths − Kgωg − Tem . (8)

The torque and the speed of this shaft are transmitted via the

gearbox with a rate ratio ng . For an ideal gearbox, one has

ng =
Tls

Ths
=

ωg

ωls
=

θg

θls
. (9)

Using (6)–(9), the following system is then derived:
⎡

⎣

ω̇t

ω̇g

Ṫls

⎤

⎦=

⎡

⎣

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣

ωt

ωg

Tls

⎤

⎦+

⎡

⎣

b11

b21

b31

⎤

⎦ Ta+

⎡

⎣

b12

b22

b32

⎤

⎦ Tem

(10)

with

a11 = −
Kr

Jr
a12 = 0 a13 = −

1

Jr

a21 = 0 a22 = −
Kg

Jg
a23 =

1

ngJg

a31 =

(

Kls −
BlsKr

Jr

)

a32 =
1

ng

(

BlsKr

Jg
− Kls

)

a33 = −Bls

(

Jr + n2
gJg

n2
gJgJr

)

and

b11 =
1

Jr
b12 = 0

1National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Golden, CO.
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Fig. 1. WT mechanical and aerodynamical characteristics. (a) Power coefficient CP (λ, β) curve. (b) Two-mass model of the aeroturbine.

b21 = 0 b22 = −
1

Jg

b31 =
Bls

Jr
b22 =

Bls

ngJg
.

The mechanical WT model complexity depends on its previewed

use. As short as the simulation time, as the consideration of high-

est frequency phenomena is needed. More mass and degrees of

freedom (DOFs) are then considered for modeling. In the liter-

ature, one may found the models that assume flexibility in both

low- and high-speed shafts [21]. There are also more complex

models that consider the mechanical model of the aeroturbine as

the junction of many rigid bodies across flexible links [22], [23].

In [24], the transient stability of power systems including a

VSWT generators system is analyzed using a six-mass, three-

mass, and two-mass drive-train models. It has been shown that

the six-mass model can be transformed to a two-mass model.

The study concluded that two-mass shaft model is sufficient,

with reasonable accuracy, for the transient stability analysis

of wind turbine generation systems (WTGS). Three different

drive-train mass models, respectively, one-, two-, and three-

mass models, and three different topologies for the power elec-

tronic converters are considered in [25] to study the harmonic

assessment with a fractional-order control strategy. The results

have shown that the three-mass model may be more appropriate

for the precise harmonic assessment of VSWTs. The objective

of transient harmonic behavior reduction during a start-up oper-

ation motivates the use of a three-mass model as the simulation

time is short (few seconds). In [26], the dynamic performance of

fixed and variable WTs is assessed for various representations

of the rotor structural dynamics, during a fault. A three-mass

model that takes into account both shaft and blade flexibilities is

first developed. The representation of both shaft and blade flex-

ibilities increases the order of model. Therefore, the three-mass

model was reduced to an effective two-mass model. From the

previous discussion, it can be concluded that a multimass model

of the structural dynamics of the WT rotor can be reduced to

an effective two-mass model with an acceptable accuracy, and

also that more than two-mass model may be more appropriate

for short-time phenomena as transient stability analysis during

faults. The choice of the adopted two-mass model with a flexible

low-speed shaft is motivated by the following reasons.

1) The low-speed shaft encounters a torque ng times greater

than the high-speed shaft torque that turns ng times more

quickly than the low-speed shaft. As the low-speed shaft

encounters a higher torque, it is subject to more deviation

and it is more convenient to take it into consideration.

2) The use of two flexible shafts leads to a more complex

model not really well adapted for controllers design.

3) Many authors report that the general models can be largely

simplified to be used in control design [22]–[24].

4) The work presented here is concerned with power capture

optimization during a time interval, where the mean wind

speed is considered as constant (10 min). Therefore, the

use of a two-mass model is largely sufficient.

Furthermore, the shaft deviation between its two sides pro-

duces the shaft torque, thus creating an internal equilibrium as

the torque is constant along all the same shaft. As shown in (7),

the low-speed shaft torque is proportional to the difference be-

tween ωt and ωls and between θt and θls . The proposed control

laws elaborated from this model are more general and can be

applied for all-sizes WTs. Particularly, these control laws are

more adapted for high-flexibility WTs, which cannot be prop-

erly modeled with a one-mass model [27], [28]. The two-mass

model used in this paper assumes a flexible low-speed shaft

and a rigid high-speed shaft. It has been validated by using the

simulator FAST developed by NREL.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Controller Objectives

One can mainly distinguish two operating areas of a VSWT:

below and above the rated power (i.e., rated wind speed).

Below the rated power, the main control objectives are as

follows.
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1) Wind power capture maximization.

2) Transient low-speed shaft loads minimization.

The power capture Cp(λ, β) curve has a unique maximum

that corresponds to an optimal capture of the wind power (see

Fig. 1 (a))

Cp(λopt , βopt) = Cpo p t
(11)

where

λopt =
ωto p t

R

v
. (12)

Consequently, for a partial load operating regime, and in order

to maximize the wind power capture, the blade pitch angle β
is fixed to its optimal value βopt and in order to maintain λ at

its optimal value, the rotor speed must be adjusted to track the

optimal reference ωto p t
given by

ωto p t
=

λopt

R
v. (13)

One may obviously observe that this reference has the same

shape as the wind speed.

The aim of the controller is to track this optimal rotor speed

ωto p t
, while trying to reduce the control stress and dynamic

loads.

The WT electric system time responses are much faster than

those of the other components of the WT. This makes it possible

to dissociate the generator and the aeroturbine control (mechan-

ical and aerodynamic parts) designs, and thus, define a cascaded

control structure through two control loops.

1) The inner control loop concerns the electric generator via

the power converters.

2) The outer control loop concerns the aeroturbine that pro-

vides the reference input of the inner loop.

For WTs equipped with a doubly fed induction generator

(DFIG), a back-to-back converter is used. It allows power at

arbitrary frequencies to be supplied to the system at the system

frequency and enables the WT to operate at variable speed [29].

Many other research works address the electrical part control

without considering the aeroturbine control as, for instance,

in [30]. Making the assumption that the internal (electrical)

loop is well controlled, this paper focuses on the aeroturbine

control. The electric generator control is not considered, since

the aim of the paper is to design high-level controllers con-

sidering the rotor torque as control input. The control of both

generator and aeroturbine using a one-mass model have been

studied in previous work [31], [32]. In this paper, the proposed

controllers deal with power capture optimization only. Above

the rated wind speed, we have proposed a multivariable con-

trollers, where a nonlinear torque controller cooperates with a

proportional-integral (PI) pitch one [28].

B. Adapted Classical Controllers

In order to compare the proposed approaches with the existing

controllers, two commonly encountered controllers are adapted

to the two-mass model (Fig. 2). They will be briefly presented.

1) ATF Controller: In [20], an ATF controller is employed.

This controller is adapted to the two-mass model. The ex-

tended state x = [ ω̂t ω̂g T̂ls T̂a ]T is then estimated using

a Kalman filter. The estimated aerodynamic torque is fed back

in the generator reference torque. A proportional action is then

used, leading to the following control expression:

Tem =
1

ng
T̂a −

(

Kr

n2
g

+ Kg

)

ω̂g −
Kc

n2
g

(ωgr e f
− ω̂g ) (14)

with

ωgr e f
= ngkω

√

T̂a kω =
1

√

kopt

=

√

2λ
3
opt

ρπR5Cpo p t

and

kopt =
1

2
ρπ

R5

λ
3
opt

Cpo p t
. (15)

However, this control strategy does not obviously cancel the

steady-state error. As a drawback, it considers the WT in an

optimal regime with an optimal rotational speed. The wind speed

is then assumed to be constant, but unfortunately, the high-wind

speed turbulence makes this assumption untenable.

2) Maximum Power Point Tracking: In [19], it was shown

that a WT is stable around its optimal aerodynamic efficiency

curve. It is, therefore, possible to maintain Ta on this curve by

an appropriate choice of Tem . For the two-mass WT model, the

value of the electromagnetic torque is given by

Tem = kopth s
ω2

g − Kth s
ωg (16)

where

kopth s
=

kopt

n3
g

=
1

2
ρπ

R5

n3
gλ

3
opt

Cpo p t
(17)

and

Kth s
=

(

Kg +
Kr

n2
g

)

.

Kth s
is the low-speed shaft damping coefficient brought up to

the high-speed shaft (generator).

This strategy is known in the literature as the MPPT. Consid-

ering these two methods, the transitions caused by high wind

speed variations are followed by significant power losses. In

summary, they present two main drawbacks: on the one hand,

they do not take into consideration the dynamic aspect of the

wind and the WT.

Consequently, in order to overcome the aforementioned draw-

backs, a nonlinear state feedback controller based on the two-

mass model is herein applied. It uses a wind speed estimator

that allows to take into consideration the turbulent nature of the

wind. This control structure also allows the rejection of input

disturbances, acting on the electromagnetic torque Tem .

IV. WIND SPEED ESTIMATION

The wind speed v involved in the aerodynamic equations is an

effective value that cannot be directly measured. As this one is

crucial to deduce the optimal rotor speed ωto p t
, a wind speed esti-

mator is developed using the WT itself as a measurement device.

As indicated in Fig. 3, the estimator is composed of two blocks.
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Fig. 2. Adapted classical two-mass controllers. (a) Two-mass MPPT controller curve. (b) Two-mass ATF controller.

Fig. 3. Aerodynamic torque and wind speed estimator.

1) A first block, that allows to estimate, from the generator

speed measurement ωg and the electromagnetic control

torque Tem , the value of the aerodynamic torque T̂a , of

the rotor speed ω̂t and the generator speed ω̂g .

2) A second block with, as input, the estimates T̂a and ω̂t of

the aerodynamic torque and the rotor speed, respectively.

The block output is the effective wind speed estimate v̂.

The estimation of v goes through Ta one, whose estimate

as well as those of the other state variables are obtained using

Kalman filter (see Fig. 4).

A. Aerodynamic Torque Estimation

With the aerodynamic torque as an additional state, the aug-

mented state-space representation is then given by (18) and (19),

ξ is the process noise, and ν is the measurement noise.

Only the generator speed, which is a noisy measurement, is

assumed to be available. Generally, the state and measurement

noise are assumed to be stationary, the Kalman gain matrix can

then be calculated offline. The Kalman filter considered in this

paper is invariant even if the variance of the aerodynamic torque

changes over time.

B. Wind Speed Computation

The estimate of the wind speed v̂ is related to the one of T̂a

by the following equation:

T̂a −
1

2
ρπR3Cq

(

ω̂tR

v̂

)

v̂2 = 0 (20)

where Cq (λ̂) = Cq (λ̂, βopt) is a tabulated function of λ̂. In order

to use a numerical method for (20) solved with respect to v̂, this

function is interpolated with a polynomial in λ

Cq (λ) =

n
∑

i=0

αiλ
i . (21)

The Newton–Raphson algorithm, detailed in Appendix A, is

then used to calculate v̂. This value is exploited to deduce the

optimal rotor speed ω̂to p t
= λopt v̂/R.

V. NONLINEAR CONTROL WITH ESTIMATOR

A. Nonlinear Control With Static State Feedback

From

ω̇t =
1

Jr
Ta −

Kr

Jr
ωt −

1

Jr
Tls . (22)

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

ω̇t

ω̇g

Ṫls

Ṫa

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

−
Kr

Jr
0 −

1

Jr

1

Jr

0 −
Kg

Jg

1

ngJg
0

(

Kls −
BlsKr

Jr

)

1

ng

(

BlsKg

Jg
− Kls

)

−Bls

(

Jr + n2
gJg

n2
gJgJr

)

Bls

Jr

0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

ωt

ωg

Tls

Ta

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

+

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

0

−
1

Jg

Bls

ngJg

0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

Tem +

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

0

0

0

ξ

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(18)

y = [ 0 1 0 0 ]

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

ωt

ωg

Tls

Ta

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

+ ν (19)
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Fig. 4. Two-mass NDSFE controller.

One can deduce the expression of the second-time derivative of

the rotor speed as follows:

ω̈t =
1

Jr
Ṫa −

Kr

Jr
ω̇t −

1

Jr
Ṫls . (23)

It is, hence, possible to extract Ṫls from (10)

Ṫls = a31ωt + a32ωg + a33Tls + b31Ta + b32Tem . (24)

By replacing (22) and (24) in (23), it yields

ω̈t =
Ṫa

Jr
−

(Kr + b31Jr )

J2
r

Ta +
(K2

r − a31Jr )

J2
r

ωt

−
a32

Jr
ωg +

(Kr − a33Jr )

J2
r

Tls −
b32

Jr
Tem . (25)

Now, let εω be the tracking error defined as follows:

εω = ωto p t
− ωt (26)

for which one imposes second-order dynamics

ε̈ω + b1 ε̇ω + b0εω = 0 (27)

b0 and b1 are chosen such that the polynomial s2 + b1s + b0 is

Hurwitz.

Substituting ω̇t given by (22), and ω̈t given by (25), and by

replacing all the state variables by their estimates, it comes out

the expression of the control action

Tem = A1 ω̂t + A2 ω̂g + A3 T̂ls + A4 T̂a + A5
˙̂
T a

+A6(¨̂ωto p t
+ b1

˙̂ωto p t
+ b0 ω̂to p t

) (28)

with

A1 =
(b0J

2
r − b1KrJr − a31Jr + K2

r )

b32Jr
A2 =

−a32

b32

A3 =
(Kr − b1Jr − a33Jr )

b32Jr
A4 =

(b1Jr − b31Jr − Kr )

b32Jr

A5 =
1

b32
A6 =

−Jr

b32
.

The time derivative is approximated by a filtered derivative

s/1 + as, which obviously acts as a low-pass filter. As com-

monly used, a must be quite small (at least 10 times less than

the derivative time constant). However, for the filtered derivative

with a quite small a, the simulations time is too much long and

the input signal disturbance is badly filtered. It turns out that the

value a = 10 seems to achieves a good compromise.

B. Nonlinear Control With Dynamic State Feedback

In order to reject the effect of a constant additive disturbance

on the control action, third-order dynamics are now imposed to

the tracking error

(3)
εω + b2 ε̈ω + b1 ε̇ω + b0εω = 0. (29)

Similarly, b0 , b1 , and b2 are chosen such that the polynomial

s3 + b2s
2 + b1s + b0 is Hurwitz.

Starting from expression (25) of ω̈t , calculating its time

derivative, and taking into consideration relationship (22) for

ω̇t and (24) for Ṫls , one gets the expression as following:

(3)
ωt = B1ωt + B2ωg + B3Tls + B4Ta + B5 Ṫa

+B6 T̈a + B7Tem + B8 Ṫem (30)

with

B1 =

[

a31Jr (Kr − a33Jr ) − Kr (K
2
r − a31Jr )

]

J3
r

B2 =
a32 [KgJr + Jg (Kr − a33Jr )]

J2
r Jg

B3 =
[

ngJgJra33(Kr − a33Jr ) − a32J
2
r − ngJg (K

2
r − a31Jr )

]

ngJgJ3
r

B4 =

[

b31Jr (Kr − a33Jr ) + (K2
r − a31Jr )

]

J3
r

B5 = −
(Kr + b31Jr )

J2
r

B6 =
1

Jr

B7 =
b32Jg (Kr − a33Jr ) + a32Jr

J2
r Jg

B8 = −
b32

Jr
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and by substituting this expression in (29), and also ω̇t and ω̈t

given by (22) and (25), respectively, the control dynamics are

thus

Ṫem = C1
¨̂
T a + C2

˙̂
T a + C3 T̂a + C4 ω̂t + C5 ω̂g + C6 T̂ls

+C7Tem + C8(¨̂ωto p t
+ b2

˙̂ωto p t
+ b0 ω̂to p t

). (31)

The coefficients Ci are hereafter given by (32). as shown at

the bottom of this page.

Moreover, in order to make a compromise between power

capture optimization and transient loads reduction, the following

measures were adopted.

1) The choice of dynamics that track the mean tendency wind

speed, along a short time interval, while avoiding to track

the wind speed local high-turbulence fluctuations.

2) Filtering the aerodynamic torque Tem using a low-pass

filter in order to smooth the control action. In this way,

the drive train is relieved from strong loads caused by fast

control torque variations.

3) Filtering the reference speed ωto p t
and its time derivatives

to obtain a less turbulent signal, as shown in (32) at the

bottom of the page.

The nonlinear dynamic state feedback with estimator

(NDSFE) controller is designed to counter a constant additive

control input disturbance (Fig. 4). The nonlinear static state

feedback with estimator (NSSFE) controller imposes a second-

order dynamics to the tracking error εω , while the NDSFE im-

poses a third-order dynamics to this error. In Section VI, it is

shown that with the same time response, the NDSFE controller

develops less control torque than the NSSFE and encounters

less deviation from the optimal rotor speed reference. One has

to distinguish between the MPPT and ATF controllers from

one side, and the dynamics NDSFE and NSSFE controllers

from other side. The first use a static model for controllers

design and assumes the WT in a steady-state regime or near

the optimal behavior curve, while the second uses the two-

mass dynamic model and consider the WT at any operating

point with a high turbulence wind speed profile. In opposi-

tion to the NSSFE and NDSFE controllers, the dynamics of

the MPPT controller are imposed by the turbine characteristics

as kopth s
and Kth s

in (16) depends only on the WT parame-

ters. No DOF is allowed for MPTT controller design. The ATF

controller has a single tuning parameter Kc that only allows

to reduce the steady-state error. The NSSFE and NDSFE con-

trollers allow completely the choice of the closed-loop dynam-

ics via the tuning parameters Ai for the NSSFE and Ci for the

NDSFE.

VI. VALIDATION RESULTS

The numerical simulations are performed with the parameters

of CART WT built in NREL site nearby Colorado. CART is a

bipales variable speed, variable-pitch WT. The CART genera-

tor is a squirrel-cage induction generator directly connected to

the gearbox. It is connected to the grid through full-processing

power electronics that can directly control generator torque [33].

The power electronics consists of a back-to-back pulsewidth

modulation (PWM) converter. It is composed of two three-phase

PWM converters with a common dc-link voltage. It allows a

variable-speed operation by decoupling the turbine rotor speed

C1 =
1

b32

C2 = −
(Kr + (b31 − b2)Jr )

b32Jr

C3 = −

[

b2Jr (Kr + b31Jr ) − b1J
2
r − b31Jr (Kr − a33Jr ) − K2

r + a31Jr

]

b32J2
r

C4 = −

[

Kr (K
2
r − a31Jr ) − b2Jr (K

2
r − Jra31) + b1KrJ

2
r − b0J

3
r − a31Jr (Kr − a33Jr )

]

b32J2
r

C5 = −
a32 [JrJg − KgJr − Jg (Kr − a33Jr )]

b32JrJg

C6 = −
b1ngJgJ

2
r − ngJgJra33(Kr − a33Jr ) + a32J

2
r + ngJg (K

2
r − a31Jr ) − b2ngJgJr (Kr − a33Jr )

b32ngJgJ2
r

C7 = −
b3b2JrJg − b32Jg (Kr − a33Jr ) − a32Jr

b32JgJr

C8 = −
Jr

b32
(32)
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TABLE I

CART WT CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 5. FAST simulator block.

Fig. 6. Wind speed profile of 7 m/s mean value.

from the grid frequency. The supply side converter injects the

generated power into the grid. Vector control techniques may

be used in the ac side. A decoupled control of generator torque

and flux is then possible. The main objective of the front-end

converter control is to keep the dc-link voltage constant. More

details are given on the back-to-back converter in [34] and [35].

The CART characteristics are given in Table I. A detailed de-

scription of this WT is given in [33].

CART was modeled with the mathematical model and the

FAST aeroelastic simulator for validation (see Fig. 5).

The full-field turbulent wind set v used in this study is gener-

ated using SNWind developed by NREL. The hub-height wind

speed profile is illustrated in Fig. 6. It consists of 600 s dataset

of full-field turbulent wind that was generated using Class-A

Kaimal turbulence spectra. It has a mean value of 7 m/s at the

hub height and turbulence intensity of 25%.

In order to make a comparison between the proposed con-

trol strategies, all the simulations are carried out in the same

conditions, as follows.

1) The presence of a constant additive control input distur-

bance d of 5/ng kN (ng = 43.165).

Fig. 7. Rotor speed using the two-mass mathematical model.

2) The presence of an additive measurement noise on ωg with

a SNR around 7 dB.

3) The same wind speed profile described earlier.

The parameters design for both controllers are presented in

Appendix .

A. Tests on the Simplified Mathematical Model

The proposed controllers are first tested on the two-mass

mathematical model. The parameters of the CART WT are given

in Appendix C.

With the mathematical model, only the NSSFE and the

NDSFE controllers performance are compared. In the next sec-

tion, a global comparison of all the presented controllers, val-

idated on FAST simulator, is performed. The rotor speed ωt

obtained using the two controllers on the mathematical model is

shown in Fig. 7. Examining the optimal rotor speed ωto p t
profile,

it can be seen that in order to achieve a compromise between

energy capture improvement and dynamic loads reduction, an

intermediate tracking dynamics should be chosen. The NDSFE

controller shows a better performance when compared with the

NSSFE. One can observe that the NDSFE controller ensures a

rotor speed that tracks the mean tendency of the optimal rotor

speed ωto p t
, while avoiding the tracking of the short-time tur-

bulence. The rotor turns more slowly with the NSSFE starting

from the optimal rotor speed. This is visible along all the simu-

lation. This deviation impacts the electrical power production of

each controlled system. It is caused by the fact that the NSSFE

controller is unable to reject the additive input disturbance. Con-

cerning the control input, it can be observed from Fig. 8 that the

generator torque Tem for both controllers is within the required

constraint (under 162/ng kNm). It remains smooth inducing

low-frequency variations in the generator currents resulting in

a less overheating of the generator and power electronics con-

verter. The NSSFE control action is larger and excites a little bit

more the drive train.

As depicted in Fig. 9, the electrical power Pe with the NSSEE

controller is less important with the NDSFE one, especially

when the wind speed exhibits fast variations as at instants 50

and 150 s.
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Fig. 8. Generator torque using the two-mass mathematical model.

Fig. 9. Electrical power using the two-mass mathematical model.

B. Brief Simulator Description

The FAST code developed by NREL is an aeroelastic WT

simulator that is capable of modeling two- and three-bladed

propeller-type machines. This code is used by WT designers

to predict both extreme and fatigue loads. It uses an assumed

mode method to model flexible blades and tower components.

Other components are modeled as rigid bodies. FAST uses an

advanced certified code for modeling the aerodynamic behav-

ior of the WT. It uses the blade element momentum (BEM)

and a multicomponent wind speed profile for calculating WT

loads [36]. It is a high fidelity aeroelastic simulator that was ap-

proved by Germanischer Lloyd (GL) WindEnergie GmbH for

calculating onshore WT loads for design and certification [37].

For these reasons, FAST is adopted to validate the proposed

nonlinear controllers with an estimator. In this study, 3 DOFs of

the WT are considered: the variable generator and rotor speed

(2 DOFs), and the blade teeter DOF. The variable generator and

rotor speed DOFs account for the variations in generator speed

and the drive-train flexibility associated with the torsional mo-

tion between the generator and hub/rotor. The blade teetering

DOF accounts for the teeter motion induced by asymmetric wind

loads across the rotor plane. FAST subroutines are coupled in

an S-function to be incorporated in a Simulink model. Hence,

FAST is interfaced with MATLAB Simulink (see Fig. 5).

TABLE II

SNWIND HUB-HEIGHT AERODYN FORMATTED WIND FILE COMPONENTS

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT CONTROL STRATEGIES BASED ON THE

TWO-MASS MODEL USING FAST SIMULATOR

FAST uses an AeroDyn file as an input for the aerodynamic

part. AeroDyn is an element-level WT aerodynamics analysis

routine. It requires information on the status of a WT from the

dynamics analysis routine and returns the aerodynamic loads

for each blade element to the dynamics routines [38]. AeroDyn

has many options for the wind-input file. One option is simu-

lated full-field wind data that represents all three components

of the wind vector varying in space and time. Two files, one

binary wind data file and one summary file, must be in the spe-

cific form generated by the NREL program SNLWind-3-D or

SNWind. In this paper, input wind speed files are produced by

SNWind [39]. SNWind includes parametrization files to specify

the turbine/model specifications and the meteorological bound-

ary conditions. SNWind can generate five different sets of out-

put files. To be used with AeroDyn, it generates hub-height

AeroDyn formatted files in a format compatible with AeroDyn.

The format of the hub-height Aerodyn files used in this paper is

given in Table II. It is AeroDyn routine that deduces the wind

field around the turbine and computes the aerodynamic loads

submitted by the WT. The hub-height horizontal wind speed

is considered as the effective wind speed to be used with the

two-mass mathematical model. However, with FAST, the WT

undergoes a realistic wind field distribution. As mentioned in

Table II, not only a single wind speed is used, but the wind

direction, the vertical speed and the wind shear are taken into

consideration.

C. Validation Using FAST Simulator

The developed controllers were implemented using the

FAST flexible aeroturbine simulator interfaced with MATLAB

Simulink. In order to make a comparison of the proposed meth-

ods, controllers performance are summarized in Table III.

One must keep in mind that the controllers objectives are

power capture optimization while avoiding strong efforts on the

drive-train and high-turbulent control torque. The controllers

efficiency is compared using two criteria: the aerodynamic ηaero
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Fig. 10. Wind speed estimate.

and the electrical ηelec efficiency. They are defined as follows:

ηaero(%) =

∫ t f in

t i n i

Padt

∫ t f in

t i n i

Pao p t
dt

ηelec(%) =

∫ t f in

t i n i

Pedt

∫ t f in

t i n i

Pao p t
dt

(33)

where Pao p t
= 1/2ρπR2Cpo p t

v3 is the optimal aerodynamic

power corresponding to the wind speed profile and Pe is the

electrical power. The low-speed shaft torsion and control torque

minimization are measured by their variance and maximum.

All the controllers are evaluated with regards to different

objectives.

1) Power capture optimization evaluated by the aerodynamic

ηaero and the electrical ηelec efficiency defined in (33).

2) The control torque reduction and smoothing evaluated,

respectively, by its maximum and standard deviation.

3) The transient loads reduction in the drive-train shaft eval-

uated by the low-speed shaft Tls maximum and standard

deviation.

All these values are given in Table III for all the controllers.

The performance are also compared on the basis of different

curves characterizing the controlled WT behavior. It is shown

in [40] that these criteria are well adapted to evaluate the con-

trollers.

As seen in Fig. 10, the estimator block used with the NDSFE

provides a good estimate of the wind speed through the Kalman

filter used with the Newton algorithm, despite the presence of

measurement noise. The estimator then gives a correct reference

speed ω̂to p t
, thus enabling a better consideration of the dynamic

aspect of the wind.

The rotor speed with the whole controllers and optimal rotor

speed are depicted in Fig. 11. The effect of the input distur-

bance is clearly visible in the initial instants for the NSSFE.

This effect also remains with the other controllers, except the

NDSFE one, causing the rotor speed to deviate from its opti-

mal tendency, especially for high-wind speed variations as at

instants 50, 150, and between 300 and 400 s. All the controllers

except the NDSFE are unable to reject the input disturbance.

It can also be observed from Fig. 11 that the MPPT and ATF

Fig. 11. Rotor speed ωt with FAST simulator.

controllers react more slowly to the dynamic variations of the

wind speed, compared to the NDSFE controller. The rotor speed

with this controller tracks more closely the optimal rotor speed

ωto p t
leading to more power capture. The rotor speed with the

NDSFE controller has a mean value of 27 r/min with a standard

deviation of 5.26 r/min. After the start-up operation, the rotor

speed deviation around its mean value is about 53 %. According

to [5], this range of variation can be achieved by a WT equipped

with a DFIG generator. In fact, the generator is not connected

directly to the bus, but instead is coupled through the back-to-

back converter inserted between the grid and the generator [29].

It allows the rotor to operate at a variable speed. Energy is then

supplied to the grid at its frequency through the voltage-source

converter.

For a better visibility of the control action constraint, the

torque curves Tem and the low-speed shaft Tls are gathered, for

both controllers, in the same graphics (see Figs. 12 and 13). In

terms of control loads presented in Fig. 12, referring to Table III,

the maximal Tem value is around 2 kN with the ATF controller.

Even though, it ensures the best power capture performance,

the NDSFE needs the lowest maximum Tem value, compared

to all the other controllers, with 1.5 kNm. Similarly with the

Tem standard deviation, i.e., the lowest with the NDSFE and the

highest with the ATF controller.

The fatigue loads on the drive train are represented by the

low-speed shaft Tls in Fig. 13. With the ATF controller followed

by the MPPT, this value reaches its maximum, about 90 kNm.
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Fig. 12. Control torque Tem with FAST simulator.

Fig. 13. Low-speed shaft Tls with FAST simulator.

Fig. 14. Low-speed shaft torque PSD using FAST simulator.

The lowest value of these maxima corresponds to the NDSFE

with less than 55 kNm. Even though this last one ensures the best

performance in terms of efficiency, the low-speed shaft remains

equal to its lowest bound value (see Fig. 13).

The standard deviation of the low-speed shaft Tls is also min-

imum for the NDSFE, as for the control loads Tem . The MPPT

and ATF transmit more torque to the generator. As explained

in Section V-B, the MPPT and ATF controllers performances

are imposed by the turbine characteristics. No DOF is available

to tune these controllers. Therefore, their performance are lim-

ited in both power capture and control and transient loads. The

good performance of the NDSFE controller can be explained

by the smoothness of the control action, the success of the con-

troller to reject the perturbation on the control torque and the

consideration of the dynamic aspect of the wind.

In order to make a frequency analysis of the drive-train torque,

the power spectral density (PSD) of the low-speed shaft Tls is

presented in Fig. 14 for all the controllers. It is also clear that it

is the NDSFE controller, which minimizes the excitation of the

drive train. Torsional resonance modes excitation is avoided by

choosing a tracking dynamic that achieves a good compromise

between power capture optimization by tracking the optimal tip–

speed ratio and keeping a smooth control and transient loads on

the low-speed shaft. A very fast tracking dynamic will induce

a better power capture performance, but will produce a high

turbulent control action. Conversely, a slow tracking dynamic

will produce a smoother generator torque and rotor low-speed
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Fig. 15. Electrical power Pe with FAST simulator.

TABLE IV

NDSFE PERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT WIND SPEED PROFILES

shaft torque with less power capture efficiency. Therefore, an

intermediate value is chosen for ensuring a time response of

about 20 s for the tracking dynamics to achieve a compromise.

The better optimal rotor speed tracking leads to a more effi-

cient electrical power production for the NDSFE controller, as

shown in Fig. 15. According to the electrical power curves, the

power produced by the WT using the nonlinear dynamic state

feedback with a wind speed estimator (NDSFE), clearly shows

better performance. The reason is that other control strategies

are unable to reject the input disturbance. Besides, when the

wind speed undergoes high variations, it is the NDSFE that

best meets this solicitation and produces more energy. From

Table III, one can note that the gap between the aerodynamic

efficiency of the MPPT and the NDSFE controllers is, respec-

tively, about 4% and 6% for the aerodynamic and electrical

efficiency. This shows that the NDSFE technique takes in a bet-

ter way into account the dynamic aspect of the wind due to the

use of its estimate. The simulations are performed again with

different wind speed profiles with other mean values below the

rated one. The results are given in Table IV, which show that

the NDSFE controller achieves similar performance even that

the mean wind speed changes. As expected, the maximum elec-

tromagnetic torque increases with the mean wind speed value,

nevertheless the standard deviation of the drive-train torque is

smaller.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the aim of maximizing wind power capture for a two-mass

WT model, classical ATF and MPPT control methods were

adapted for this model. Nevertheless, they show a weak per-

formance, particulary in the presence of input disturbance and

measurement noise. Nonlinear static and dynamic state feed-

back controllers combined with an estimator, are then proposed,

based on the two-mass model. The developed estimator allows

the estimation of the aerodynamic torque as well as the effective

wind speed and also all the state variables under consideration,

from noisy measurements. As a result, it may be pointed out

that the proposed nonlinear dynamic state feedback controller

ensures better performance, in terms of efficiency with accept-

able transient efforts on the low-speed shaft and control torque.

Considering the dynamic aspect of the WT, its nonlinear aero-

dynamic behavior and the turbulent nature of the wind, jointly

with the use of an estimator on the one hand and the perturbation

rejection on the other hand lead to meet the aimed objectives.

APPENDIX A

WIND SPEED ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

For an instant t, the effective wind speed v̂(t) is obtained

using Newton algorithm from the aerodynamic torque estimate

T̂a(t) and the rotor speed estimate ω̂t(t) given by the Kalman

filter, as described in Section IV.

The iterative form of the algorithm is given as following.
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APPENDIX B

CONTROLLERS PARAMETERS DESIGN

The optimal tip speed ratio λopt of the CART WT is equal

to 8.5, corresponding to an optimal power coefficient Cpo p t
=

0.4291. Using the relationship

kopt =
1

2
ρπ

R5

λ
3
opt

Cpo p t

the kopt coefficient is then equal to 5.3813 × 103 . The kopth s

coefficient of the MPPT controller is then deduced using (17)

and is equal to 0.0669. The ATF controller tuning parameter

is set to be Kc = 3 × 104 . The coefficients bi are found by

identification of the corresponding Hurwitz polynomial to a

standard-order polynomial involving the damping coefficient

and the crossover frequency, namely

s2 + b1s + b0 = s2 + 2ξω0s + ω2
0

leading to

b0 = ω2
0

b1 = 2ξω0

as ω0 ≈ 3/ξtr , where tr is the 5% setting time and ξ is the

damping coefficient. By fixing ξ to 0.9, in order to achieve a

time response tr of 20 s, the constants b0 and b1 of the NSSFE

characteristic polynomial are 0.0278 and 0.3000, respectively.

For the third-order tracking dynamics, by expanding the char-

acteristic polynomial

1

10
(5s + 1) · (2s + 1) · (s + 1)

with a dominant pole at s = −0.2. In a similar manner, by

identification through a third-order Hurwitz polynomial, one

may get the coefficients bi

(3)
ε ω + b2 ε̈ω + b1 ε̇ω + b0εω = 0

where the constants b0 , b1 , and b2 of the NDSFE are 0.1, 0.8,

and 1.7, respectively.

APPENDIX C

TWO-MASS MODEL PARAMETERS
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